Historically Significant Reprints to be Auctioned at the 2014 Cheiron Meeting

Note: these will be auctioned during the banquet [quickly!] and can be seen earlier in the meeting. Absentee bids will be accepted by Ben Harris [bh5@unh.edu] in advance of the meeting.


Bound together and autographed “with compliments” by Walter Miles (also bears his stamp) and sent to Margaret Floy Washburn (with her initials):


Miles, Walter. (1929). Figure for the “windmill illusion”. *Journal of General Psychology, 2*, 143-145.


plus a few more brief lab and equipment notes by others

Hunt, J. McVicker., & Willoughby, R. R. (1939). The effect of frustration on hoarding in rats. *Psychosomatic Medicine, 1*, 309-310. *first year of this key journal and an important article*
Washburn, Margaret Floy. (1917). Some thoughts on the last quarter century in psychology. *Philosophical Review, 26*, 46-55. *although not initialed this is her own copy, with a cover that’s a bit chipped at the bottom.*

Miller, Neal E., & Stevenson, Stewart S. (1936). Agitated behavior of rats during experimental extinction and a curve of spontaneous recovery. *Journal of Comparative Psychology, 21*(2), 205-231. *important authors and topic. stamped “with the compliments of the writers”*
Schneirla, T. C. (1929). Learning and orientation in ants. *Comparative Psychology Monographs, 6 (4) 1-143*. This is a complete monograph by the leading figure in the field (and a closeted Marxist according to Ethel Tobach). spine is chipped
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